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Abstract 

Response surface methodology (RSM) is usually applied together with a factorial design to reduce the cost of 
experimentation and is especially useful when there are more potential factors than money to study a response. It was 
designed as a tool to have a lot of (partial) answers with as few experiments as possible; to detect factors that influence 
a response, and whether they interact, as well as finding an optimum treatment within a specific setup. On the other 
hand, the Taguchi method is a statistical method, also called robust design method, to improve the quality of 
manufactured goods, and more recently also applied to engineering. This paper presents an extensive literature review 
on the concept of the RSM and Taguchi methods in solvent extraction, engineering optimization and several machining 
process parameters.  
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1. Introduction

Response surface methodology (RSM) was initially developed by Box during early 1950s [1]. RSM is usually applied 
together with a factorial design to reduce the cost of experimentation and is especially useful when there are more 
potential factors than money to study a response. It was designed as a tool to have a lot of (partial) answers with as few 
experiments as possible; to detect factors that influence a response, and whether they interact, as well as finding an 
optimum treatment within a specific setup. Because it uses only linear relationships, there is no actual knowledge of the 
true relation linking a factor and the response, and it is quite poor at predicting actual data for example when you have 
a slope followed by plateau. Nonetheless, it can give a reasonably useful approximation. 

RSM comprises a group of mathematical and statistical approaches in which the response of interest relies on several 
significant variables, and the aim of the method is to model and optimise this response [2]. In order to achieve this 
objective, linear or square polynomial equation are established to define the case study. The generalisability of much-
published research in most of RSM problems, do not have the form of relationship between response and the 
independent variable. Therefore, the first step in applying the RSM is to find an approximation function between the 
input and the output. In most cases, a low-order polynomial was predicted by RSM. If the function yields a linear function 
relationship, between the input and the output, then the approximation function is the first order model [3]. The input 
and response can be indicated as 𝑋1, 𝑋2, … 𝑋𝑘, and (𝑦) respectively as in Eq. (1). 

𝑦 =  𝑓′(𝑋)𝛽 +  𝜀  (1) 

Where 𝑋 =  (𝑋1, 𝑋2, … 𝑋𝑘)′, 𝑓(𝑋)  is a vector function of p elements that contains powers of 𝑋1, 𝑋2, … 𝑋𝑘 up to a certain
degree denoted as d (> 1). For a first (d = 1) polynomial, the equation can be described as in (2) 
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𝑦 =  𝛽0 + ∑𝑘
𝑖=1 𝛽𝑖𝑋𝑖 +  𝜀        (2) 

On the other hand, if the model predicted a curvature, then a polynomial of higher degree is necessary to be used, such 
the second order model (Montgomery, 2008). 

𝑦 =  𝛽0 + ∑𝑘
𝑖=1 𝛽𝑖𝑋𝑖 + ∑ ∑𝑖<𝑗 𝛽𝑖𝑗𝑋𝑖𝑋𝑗 + ∑𝑘

𝑖=1 𝛽𝑖𝑖𝑋𝑖
2 +  𝜀     (3) 

Where y represents the predicted response, i represents the linear coefficient, j represents the quadratic coefficient, β 
represents the regression coefficient, k represents the number of factors and ε is a random experimental error assumed 
to have a zero mean [4]. 

RSM is widely used for multivariable optimization studies in several biotechnological processes such as optimization of 
media, process conditions, catalyzed reaction conditions, oxidation, production, fermentation, etc. [5][6][7][8][9] and 
[10]. It has also been used to determine the optimal values for process parameters such as pH, temperature, aeration, 
feeding rates in various processes [11] and [12]. Several applications of RSM are reviewed based on recent literature. 

2. Response Surface Method Applied to Solvent Extraction 

Response surface methodology is employed to study the effect of liquid: solid ratio, sodium chloride concentration and 
reaction time on the production of protein from germinant pumpkin seeds [13]. Regression analysis was performed on 
the data obtained. The most relevant variable was liquid-solid ratio. The coefficient determination (R2) was good for the 
second-order model. A liquid-solid ratio of 30.2: 1 (v/w), a sodium chloride concentration of 4.26% and a reaction time 
of 18.1 min were found to be optimal for protein extraction from germinant pumpkin seeds.  

Response surface methodology was used to optimize the process parameters for the extraction of chromium from 
aqueous solution of waste sodium dichromate recovered from the pharmaceutical industry wastewater using emulsion 
liquid membrane technique by [14]. The process parameters namely, feed concentration, pH, internal reagent 
concentration and surfactant concentration on the extraction of chromium were optimized using Box–Behnken design. 
The optimum conditions for the extraction of chromium (VI) were; feed concentration (224.04 ppm), pH (2.76), internal 
reagent concentration (0.71 N) and surfactant concentration (1.92%, w/w). At the optimized condition, the results 
showed the maximum chromium extraction as 92.50%. 

Response surface methodology was also used to determine the optimum processing conditions that give maximum 
extraction yield, viscosity, hue and emulsion stability, as well as, minimum protein content for the gum extracted from 
Lepidium perfoliatum seed. Temperature (45–75 oC), processing time (1.5–3.5h), pH (5–8) and water to seed ratio 
(30:1–60:1) were the factors investigated [15]. Experiments were designed according to Central Composite Rotatable 
Design with these four factors, including central and axial points. For each response, a second-order polynomial model 
was developed using multiple linear regression analysis. Applying desirability function method, optimum operating 
conditions were found to be extraction temperature of 48.1 oC, pH of 8, water to seed ratio of 30:1 and process time of 
1.5 h. At this optimum point, the results showed that the extraction yield, viscosity, protein content, hue and emulsion 
stability were 17.36%, 463.07 mPas, 2.84%, 60.47 and 88.96 %, respectively. 

Response surface methodology was to determine optimum conditions for extraction of protein from red pepper seed 
meal [16]. A central composite design including independent variables such as temperature (30, 35, 40, 45 and 50 oC), 
pH (7.0, 7.5, 8.0, 8.5 and 9.0), extraction time (20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 min) and solvent/meal ratio (10:1, 15:1, 20:1, 25:1 
and 30:1 v/w) was used. Selected response (dependent variable) which evaluates the extraction process was protein 
yield and the second-order model obtained for protein yield revealed coefficient of determination of 96.7%. Protein 
yield was primarily affected by pH and solvent/meal ratio. Maximum yield was obtained when temperature, pH, mixing 
time and solvent/ meal ratio were 31 oC, 8.8, 20 min, 21:1 (v/w), respectively. The adequacy of the model was confirmed 
by extracting the protein under optimum values given by the model.  

Preliminary characterization of polysaccharides from Phellinus igniarius and optimization of extraction process was 
presented by [17] using Response surface methodology. The analysis showed that the extraction temperature and ratio 
of mycelia to water significantly affected extraction yield. The optimal conditions were extraction temperature 70 oC, 
extraction time 1.5 h and the ratio of mycelia to water 1:6.2. Under these conditions, the maximal yield of crude 
intracellular polysaccharide (IPS) from mycelia was 50.39 ± 0.41 mg/g, which agreed with model predictions.  
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Application of the response surface methodology for the optimization of solvent extraction to recovery of acetic acid 
from black liquor derived from Typha latifolia pulping process was done by [18]. Following RSM optimization, the 
maximum extraction yields obtained for the organic acids under the optimal conditions were 71.7%, 75.1%, and 65.0% 
for acetic acid, formic acid, and lactic acid, respectively. For the fermentation process, the sugar concentrations in Typha 
latifolia pulp black liquor were determined. Sugars are not greatly affected by Liquid-liquid extraction (LLE) with an 
extractant. The study provided first-hand knowledge regarding their method and provides an insight into the complex 
and conflicting parameters governing the LLE process. 

3. Response Surface Methodology Applied to Optimization of Systems 

The RSM method also finds application in the optimization of different energy systems by effectively optimizing the 
system’s operational factors. Such application is found on the optimization of the kinetic study of Fischer-Tropsch 
synthesis using SiO2 supported bimetallic Co-Ni catalyst [19]. They chose the process parameters of syngas ratio, 
operational pressure, and reaction temperature as independent variables in central composite design and developed a 
quadratic model for process optimization and statistical experimental designs. It was found that the syngas ratio, 
operational pressure, and reaction temperature are significant to CO conversion and light olefin (C2-C4) selectivity. 

Similarly, [20] used RSM in the optimization of cadmium adsorption by shoe waste: The effect of operating variables 
such as metal ions concentration (20–820 mg/L), adsorbent dosage (0.1–2.1 g/L) and solution pH (1–9) and contact 
time (288–1440sec) were modelled. The results suggested that waste shoe can be used for the Cd (II) adsorption from 
wastewater.  

Also [21] applied the response surface methodology to optimize the extracellular fungal mediated nanosilver green 
synthesis. Silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) were biosynthesized effectively in terms of the factors impacting silver ion 
(Ag+) reduction to metallic nanosilver (Ag0) using culture filtrate under shaking condition. The results of statistics 
calculations revealed that 2mM silver nitrate and 28% (v/v) of culture filtrate at pH 7.0 for 34 h were the optimum 
values for AgNPs biosynthesis. The characterization of the produced AgNPs was conducted using electron microscopy, 
energy dispersive X-ray analysis, UV/visible spectrophotometry and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. Round 
to oval AgNPs were detected with aspects of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) within diameter range of 4– 16 
nm. The results of the study could help in developing a reliable ecofriendly, simple, and low cost process for microbial 
assisted AgNPs green synthesis especially with the continuous increase in its application fields. 

Again [22] applied the response surface methodology for optimization of biodiesel production by trans-esterification of 
soybean oil with ethanol. The combined effects of temperature, catalyst concentration, reaction time and molar ratio of 
alcohol in relation to oil were investigated and optimized. The results showed the optimum conditions for the 
production of ethyl esters as: mild temperature at 56.7 °C, reaction time in 80 min, molar ratio at 9:1 and catalyst 
concentration of 1.3 M. 

Subsequently [23] presented an optimization of the methanolysis of lard oil in the production of biodiesel with response 
surface methodology. The study showed that lard oil as a low cost feedstock is a good source of raw material for 
biodiesel production and a sustainable biodiesel production could be achieved with proper optimization of the process 
variables. 

Also [24] applied response surface methodology to optimize the removal of lead ion by Aspergillus niger in an aqueous 
solution. Experiments were conducted based on a rotatable central composite design and analysed using RSM. The 
biosorption process was investigated as a function of three independent factors viz. initial solution pH (2.8–7.2), initial 
lead concentration (8–30 mg/l) and biomass dosage (1.6–6 g/l). The optimum conditions for the lead biosorption were 
found to be 3.44, 19.28 mg/l and 3.74 g/l, respectively, for initial solution pH, initial lead ion concentration and biomass 
dosage. 

Again, [25] developed a fourth order RSM model for predicting surface roughness values in milling mold surfaces made 
of Aluminum (7075-T6) material. In generating the RS model statistical RSM was utilized. The accuracy of the RS model 
was verified with the experimental measurement. The accuracy error was found to be insignificant (2.05%). The 
developed RS model was further coupled with a developed GA to find the optimum cutting condition leading to the least 
surface roughness value. The predicted optimum cutting condition was validated with an experimental measurement. 
It was found that GA prediction correlates very well with the experiment.  
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4. Taguchi Method Based Applications  

The Taguchi method is a statistical method, also called robust design method, meant to improve the quality of 
manufactured goods and more recently also applied to engineering [26], marketing and advertising [27] and 
biotechnology [28].  

The Taguchi Method is a process/product optimization method that is based on 8-steps of planning, conducting and 
evaluating results of matrix experiments to determine the best levels of control factors. The primary goal is to keep the 
variance in the output very low even in the presence of noise inputs. Several applications of the Taguchi method can be 
seen in machining operations and engineering optimization. 

5. Taguchi method applied to machining operations 

Taguchi method was applied in the analysis of hard machining of Titanium Alloy by [29]. They optimized the cutting 
parameters and obtained the optimum surface roughness and tool wear.  

Also [30] applied the Taguchi method for determining optimum surface roughness in wire electric discharge machining 
of powder metallurgy (PM) cold worked tool steel (Vanadis-4E). They obtained an optimal set of machining process 
variables that yields the optimum quality features to machine components engendered by wire electrical discharge 
machine process.  

Subsequently [31] investigated the effect of the machining parameters on material removal rate using Taguchi method 
in end milling of Steel Grade EN19. The analysis results revealed that the feed rate and depth of cut are main affecting 
parameter of metal removing rate. Again [32] presented Taguchi design optimization of machining parameters on the 
CNC end milling process of halloysite nanotube with aluminium reinforced epoxy matrix (HNT/Al/Ep) hybrid 
composite. The result shows that the application of the Taguchi method can determine the best combination of 
machining parameters that can provide the optimal machining response conditions which are the lowest surface 
roughness and lowest cutting force value. 

6. Taguchi method applied to optimization 

The Taguchi method was used in the optimization of the process parameters affecting biosorption and Analysis of Mean 
(ANOM) approach for maximizing the percentage removal of copper and nickel by growing Aspergillus specie in batch 
reactor by [33]. The results showed the optimized conditions as 15 % v/v inoculum concentration, 50 mg l-1 
concentration of copper/nickel, pH 4 and temperature 30 °C. Also [34] applied the Taguchi method in the optimization 
of wastewater treatment using spiral-wound reverse osmosis element. The flux was improved to 69 l/m2 h by setting 
the control factors according to the Taguchi method. The technique showed that concentration of feed solution has the 
highest contribution in rejection of a solution containing nitrate, nitrite, sulfite and phosphate. Further [35] applied the 
Taguchi method to investigate the effect of reductive leaching parameters and mechanical pre-treatment of ilmenite on 
nano synthetic rutile synthesis. The characterization of products indicated that the prepared powder with milling time 
40min, temperature 100 ◦C, ilmenite to hydrochloric acid mass ratio 1:12.8 and ilmenite to iron powder mass ratio 
1:0.05 had particles size of less than 100nm. The analysis further confirmed that synthetic rutile nano powder had 
91.1% TiO2.  

Subsequently [36] applied the Taguchi method in the optimization of the laser-cutting process. A high figure-of-merit 
was obtained using the treatment conditions of beam power of 415 W, oxygen pressure of 0.12 MPa, focal position of 
1/4, focal length of 63.5 mm and cutting speed of 0.8 m/min. Again [37] applied the Taguchi method in the optimization 
of end milling parameters. The study shows that the Taguchi method is suitable to solve the stated problem with 
minimum number of trials as compared with a full factorial design. Also [38] applied the Taguchi method in the 
optimization of cutting parameters for surface roughness in turning. It was found that the parameter design of the 
Taguchi method provides a simple, systematic and efficient methodology for the optimization of the cutting parameters. 
Further study showed that [39] used the Taguchi method for optimization of finishing conditions in magnetic float 
polishing (MFP). The experimental results indicate that within the range of parameters evaluated, a high level of 
polishing force, a low level of abrasive concentration and a high level of polishing speed are desirable for improving 
both arithmetic average and peak-to-valley height. Again [40] used the Taguchi method to optimize the differential 
evolution algorithm parameters for minimizing the workload smoothness index in simple assembly line balancing. Also 
[41] used the Taguchi method for the optimization of processing variables to prepare porous scaffolds by combined 
melt mixing/particulate leaching. The results revealed that the mixing temperature had the highest effect on mechanical 
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properties. Subsequently [42] applied the Taguchi method based optimisation of drilling parameters in drilling of AISI 
316 steel with PVD monolayer and multilayer coated high speed steel (HSS) drills. The results of the confirmation 
experiments showed that the Taguchi method was notably successful in the optimisation of drilling parameters for 
better surface roughness and thrust force. Again [43] performed a Taguchi optimization of process parameters in 
friction stir processing of pure Mg. It was shown that tilt angle and rotational speed as well as travel speed have the 
most significant effect on hardness value of magnesium. 

7. Conclusion 

Response surface methodology (RSM) is usually applied together with a factorial design to reduce the cost of 
experimentation and is especially useful when there are more potential factors than money to study a response. It was 
designed as a tool to have a lot of (partial) answers with as few experiments as possible, to detect factors that influenced 
a response and whether they interact as well as finding an optimum treatment within a specific setup. The Taguchi 
method is a statistical method, also called robust design method to improve the quality of manufactured goods and more 
recently also applied to engineering. A review of the application of both the RSM and Taguchi method in solvent 
extraction, engineering optimization and several machining process parameters is presented in the light of current 
engineering practice.  
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